
Who We Are
Art Dept, Global Art & Design Project, is a new non-profit organization that provides art 

and design resources, access to technology, and arts education programs emphasizing 

design and new media to junior high and high school students in under-served schools in 

the developing world.

The Need

For much of the developed world, access to a computer and the Internet are viewed as 

basic tools that can enable individuals to discover a wide spectrum of career choices and 

guidance and ultimately aid in developing a vocation. But for much of the developing 

world, particularly in post-conflict areas, these tools are unavailable or under-available.

In conjunction with this paucity of resources, education remains at sub-standard levels in 

many of these areas. Curricula are compromised due to severe budget restraints and 

investment in arts-based development programs is often undervalued or overlooked.

The Opportunities
This perspective is rapidly giving way to new ways of thinking among governmental 

institutions and non-governmental agencies. As Andrew Firmin and Mark Nowottny state in 

their 2007 document, “Culture: The Missing Pillar of Development,” in the Commonwealth 

Foundation Report, “There is an emerging recognition that cultural expression is both a 

human development goal in itself and also a means to achieve other forms of develop-

ment…”

Art and design are practical and powerful tools that can heal individuals in post-conflict 

areas, unlock new ways of communicating, and create alternative educational and employ-

ment opportunities. More specifically for youth, promoting creativity has the potential to 

help students who have been traumatized to process their emotions and humanize their 

experiences, to aid in the development of their creative thinking skills and, with creative 

jobs on the rise, to facilitate access to a rapidly growing professional field.

Global Art Dept’s main purpose is to operate within the existing design culture and 

community in South Africa, using it as a foundation for creating educational and vocational 

opportunities in the creative arts for underprivileged youth.

Action
Global Art Dept is committed to transforming these opportunities into realities by providing 

technology and resources to create new educational and vocational opportunities in the 

creative arts, facilitating the exchange of ideas between professional graphic artists and 

students, and hosting classes and workshops. These seminars will focus closely on the 

principles of design, layout, and color theory while also teaching students how to use our 

facilities and equipment. The following proposal will further outline how Global Art Dept 

will meet this objective, as well as address the social needs we aim to ameliorate.

Partnership
Global Art Dept is partnering with Dramatic Need, a well-established UK-based charity that 

sends international and local volunteer artists to South Africa and Rwanda. Dramatic Need 

currently works with 19 schools, reaching over 3,600 children in some of the most impov-

erished and isolated parts of rural Southern Africa. Because Dramatic Need already has 

the infrastructure, foundation, and collaborative relationships of a working program, Global 

Art Dept can begin implementing its programs immediately.
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THOSE WHO DO BETTER IN BOTH 
PROBLEM-FINDING AND PROBLEM-

SOLVING HAVE BETTER RELATIONSHIPS. THEY 
ARE MORE ABLE TO HANDLE STRESS AND OVER-
COME THE BUMPS LIFE THROWS IN THEIR WAY. A 
STUDY OF 1,500 MIDDLE SCHOOLERS FOUND THAT 
THOSE HIGH IN CREATIVE SELF-EFFICACY HAD 
MORE CONFIDENCE ABOUT THEIR FUTURE 

AND ABILITY TO SUCCEED.

“�e Creativity Crisis” Newsweek
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We have chosen to focus our initial efforts in South Africa. Currently, more than half of this 

nation’s population lives below the poverty line, and 48% of 15-24 year olds are unem-

ployed. These issues are steeped in South Africa’s tumultuous history of apartheid, which, 

despite being legally dismantled in 1994, still causes lingering socioeconomic stratification.

Inextricably linked to these deep-seated issues is the fact that education is simply inacces-

sible for many: In 2010, only 18% of students passed the science portion of the requisite 

high school exit exam. As a result, a mere 16% of South Africans between the ages of 18 

and 24 are enrolled in university, while the majority are forced to search for menial work in 

a suffering job market. These statistics do not even account for racial differentiations. If 

these numbers were divided by race, they would show that a far smaller proportion of 

black students passed the high school exit exam and even fewer are enrolled in higher 

education. As this data demonstrates, South Africa has a vital need for investment in 

education and alternative career opportunities.

Huge Opportunity
Notwithstanding, South Africa has many beacons for global development. Among the 

brightest of these is its artistic culture. The country’s rich history has fostered a dynamic 

and creative populace, which has rendered South Africa the sixth healthiest market for 

design in the world. Cape Town recently won its bid to become the “World Design Capital” 

in 2014, reflecting the strength and dynamism of South Africa’s well-rooted 

creative culture.

Why Design?
Nearly every major South African university now offers practical design programs as part of 

its curriculum, and post-secondary schools in new media are opening around the country. 

Entry-level graphic design professionals in South Africa are earning salaries that average 

$800 – $1,050 USD (ZAR 6,000 - ZAR 8,000) per month, with senior art directors earning 

as much as $5,200 USD (ZAR 39,000) per month. Globally, the demand for creative jobs 

in design and multimedia is rising as marketers incorporate dynamic content into their 

marketing strategies.

Global Art Dept seeks to bridge the disparities between this country’s dual realities. By 

using the existing design culture and community in South Africa as its foundation, it will 

create more educational and vocational opportunities in the arts for underprivileged youth. 

In this way, the healthy, dynamic South Africa enjoyed by the affluent members of society 

will become more accessible to those struggling from lack of education, unemployment, 

and poverty.
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ment…”

Art and design are practical and powerful tools that can heal individuals in post-conflict 

areas, unlock new ways of communicating, and create alternative educational and employ-

ment opportunities. More specifically for youth, promoting creativity has the potential to 

help students who have been traumatized to process their emotions and humanize their 

experiences, to aid in the development of their creative thinking skills and, with creative 

jobs on the rise, to facilitate access to a rapidly growing professional field.

Global Art Dept’s main purpose is to operate within the existing design culture and 

community in South Africa, using it as a foundation for creating educational and vocational 

opportunities in the creative arts for underprivileged youth.

Action
Global Art Dept is committed to transforming these opportunities into realities by providing 

technology and resources to create new educational and vocational opportunities in the 

creative arts, facilitating the exchange of ideas between professional graphic artists and 

students, and hosting classes and workshops. These seminars will focus closely on the 

principles of design, layout, and color theory while also teaching students how to use our 

facilities and equipment. The following proposal will further outline how Global Art Dept 

will meet this objective, as well as address the social needs we aim to ameliorate.

Partnership
Global Art Dept is partnering with Dramatic Need, a well-established UK-based charity that 

sends international and local volunteer artists to South Africa and Rwanda. Dramatic Need 

currently works with 19 schools, reaching over 3,600 children in some of the most impov-

erished and isolated parts of rural Southern Africa. Because Dramatic Need already has 

the infrastructure, foundation, and collaborative relationships of a working program, Global 

Art Dept can begin implementing its programs immediately.
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Teach Skills
Communication has evolved rapidly in the past 20 years, and because of that, visual 

communication and user interface design is as indispensable as ever. Opportunities in 

design are abundant and jobs in this field are growing. Global Art Dept’s primary goal is to 

provide students with the resources they need to develop fundamental design skills so they 

can ultimately attain these cutting-edge jobs.

Sponsorship
Thanks to our partnership with Dramatic Need, we can begin working toward this goal 

immediately. Dramatic Need recently completed building the Piet Patsa Community Arts 

Centre in Rammolutsi, South Africa. This space is ideal for arts workshops, but it is in need 

of equipment. Beginning here, Global Art Dept will seek sponsorship and funding to equip 

the centre with art and graphic design supplies, including screen printing equipment, inks, 

paints, graphic pencils, and sketchbook paper.

Access
In addition to furnishing basic supplies, we will be working to provide more advanced 

technology – such as graphic design software, Internet access, web hosting and printers – 

to establish an environment in which students have all the tools they need to begin 

creating comprehensive, real-world art and design projects. To attain this objective, our 

first task will be to seek sponsorship for the Adobe Creative Suite software.

Education
In Rammulotsi and throughout rural South Africa, schools can hardly afford even conven-

tional educational tools. By providing art and design supplies to Dramatic Need and, 

eventually, to schools in the developing world that have similar issues and opportunities, 

Global Art Dept will be able to construct a much needed environment for students to 

participate in creative activities. With such tools available, students will be able to gain a 

basic understanding of the equipment and how to use it. Moreover, having access to this 

equipment will give students a chance to explore their interests in art, an idea of what to 

expect when pursuing a career in the visual arts, and a fair chance to be successful at the 

university level and beyond. 
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Workshops
Global Art Dept will offer workshops and design classes 1-5 times per year initially, subse-

quently increasing the frequency as resources allow. Nearly all the students with whom 

Global Art Dept will be working lack access to an encompassing education and alternative 

career paths. They will be taught by volunteer professional artists, designers and develop-

ers, to be recruited by Global Art Dept. Each workshop will accommodate up to 25 

students per session. These lessons will give students a fundamental understanding of a 

range of subjects, concentrating predominantly on the fundamentals of design, color 

theory, and visual composition, as well as how to use essential design tools.

Workshops are intended to impact our students in four ways:

1. Give students a basic understanding of art theory, design software, and computer

 equipment.

2. Provide students with basic design and composition skills, as well as the rudimentary 

 experience they will need to be successful at the collegiate level and beyond.

3. Encourage them to develop their creative thinking skills and use the arts to process their 

 emotions and articulate their experiences conceptually.

4. Inspire them to pursue a wide range of rapidly growing, non-traditional careers by 

 fostering interpersonal relationships with professional artists and designers.

Workshop sessions will last from three weeks to three months. The will cover subjects 

ranging from fundamental art skills and portfolio management to designing for specific 

mediums, brands, and products. All of our courses will be taught from the basic ‘building 

block’ elements of design:

Type, Shape, Color, Texture

All participating students will graduate each workshop with fresh knowledge about design 

fundamentals, a firm grasp of the computer design software package Adobe Creative Suite, 

basic proficiency with other available hardware and equipment (such as screen printing), 

and further understanding about what a career in art and design entails. Upon graduation, 

students will also receive a certificate of participation that will detail the workshop(s) they 

completed and the skills they have learned. South African youth highly value such docu-

mentation, as they can use these tangible rewards as credentials and qualifications for 

future educational or vocational endeavors.

Scholarship Support
The advantages of higher education are invaluable. Yet many students in rural South Africa 

cannot afford to pay for school and lack opportunities to attain a tertiary- or university-

level education.

Global Art Dept is already working with universities and tertiary education institutions 

throughout South Africa to provide scholarships and discounts to students who show a 

particular aptitude in the field of design and are interested in pursuing further training in 

art, graphic design, communications, or computer programming.

By year two, Global Art Dept will be able to offer one $6,250 USD (ZAR 50,000) scholar-

ship to a student to attend a local design school. We would like to be able to increase that 

amount to $18,750 by year four and continue to create more opportunities for students to 

pursue further education each year. We will also offer design studios and companies an 

opportunity to “sponsor” students in higher education programs.
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Students
Many of the students with whom Global Art Dept will be working come from low-income 

backgrounds and suffer a range of daily hardships. While their drive to escape poverty and 

find employment after they finish school is strong, they can lack clear purpose and direc-

tion. Upon graduating high school, many students attend local technical schools, where 

they study to be electricians and plumbers, for example. Unfortunately, these job markets 

are already saturated, so many students – even after seeking this further education – end 

up working sub-standard labor jobs, if they can find work at all. As a result, too many of 

these young adults often turn to drugs, gang-violence, and petty or violent crime, and may 

never attain steady employment or a rewarding career.

Global Art Dept’s programs will help these students engage in creative expression and 

problem solving, as well as develop relationships with professional designers and artists 

who will act as role models and encourage artistic growth. Global Art Dept will continue to 

support these students even after they complete their programs by maintaining artist-

student relationships, helping students apply to university and tertiary art programs, and 

generating scholarship funds.

What Students Can Expect To Gain

1. Craftsmanship & Creativity – All tasks are designed with the underlying intentions of 

stimulating imagination, teaching students the processes of design and creation, and 

prompting them to take on responsibility.

2. Risk Taking & Confidence Building – Students are encouraged to build a sense of 

responsibility and ownership for their work by learning to discuss their thought 

processes with classmates.

3. Collaboration – Students also learn to work and communicate in different settings, 

through face time with their peers and contact with designers.
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Designers
Global Art Dept’s programs will be also be beneficial for participating artists and designers. 

There will be three ways for art and design professionals to get involved:

1. Work – on a solo or collaborative project for Global Art Dept to sell on its online 

fundraising store or at fundraisers.

2. Donate – an existing run of screen prints or other merchandise for Global Art Dept to 

sell on its online fundraising store or at fundraisers.

3. Volunteer – to conduct a workshop in South Africa.

Whether donating fundraising materials or conducting workshops abroad, Global Art Dept 

will allow artists and designers to experience South Africa’s culture and collaborate with its 

young innovators, giving professionals an opportunity to use their creative talents to 

generate a positive change. It is also Global Art Dept’s hope to ultimately provide creative 

inspiration to artists so they can continue spreading their passion for art and design and 

amplify their motivation to use their skills philanthropically.

In addition, the University of Johannesburg Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture has 

expressed interest in a partnership that would include students and faculty members 

participating in the digital exchange of ideas and potentially additional support moving 

forward.
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MATERIAL SUPPORT

WORKSHOPS

Adobe Software

2013 2014 2015

CS
Macbook Pro Laptops

5
Screen Printers

10

Workshops Offered

2013 2014 2015

5
Students Participate

150
Students Participate

250

SCHOLARSHIPS

Student Attends Design School

2014 2015 2018

1
Scholarship Support Offered

$30,000
Students Supported
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Design Software Donations  First, Global Art Dept will develop a work station in 

which students can experiment with design software and lecturers can hold workshops. 

Dramatic Need has already secured sponsorship for a Mac workstation, so our primary 

focus is to seek sponsorship for the Adobe Creative Suite software. Moving forward, we will 

continue to seek in-kind donations for more computers and software equipment so 

students have access to several design-ready computer stations. Once these basics are 

secured, we would also like to stock the arts centre with several screen printing presses to 

give our students experience with the traditional, physical process of design.

Donations of Art Supplies and Design Equipment  We will also have an immedi-

ate need for basic design supplies, including materials such as sketchbooks and pencils, to 

conduct basic lessons on the principles of design. As Global Art Dept continues to develop, 

we will need to purchase a scanner and set up an electronic drop box so students can 

upload their files to share with the designers with whom they are working.

Workshops at Dramatic Need  By the end of Global Art Dept’s first year of operation, 

we would like to begin accepting volunteers to teach design workshops at Dramatic Need’s 

facilities in Rammulotsi. In the future, we will add workshops as demand and resources 

increase. We will be seeking designers from within South Africa, as well as many from 

abroad.

Locally Sourced  As Global Art Dept grows, we will begin creating opportunities locally 

by hiring a staff member to run programs and take over on-the-ground responsibilities. The 

employee will undergo training to run Global Art Dept’s design programs, coordinate 

workshops, facilitate Pixel Pals, and manage donations. This collaboration will give Global 

Art Dept valuable insight into the local cultures in which the programs operate, as well as 

create new jobs on a grassroots level.

Long-Term Expansion  While we feel that South Africa is the best starting point, there 

is no shortage of need. As Global Art Dept becomes a sustainable entity in South Africa, 

we will explore the potential of expanding to new locations within the country. A long term 

goal of ours is to extend the Global Art Dept blueprint to southern Africa, and to other 

markets around the world with comparable challenges and opportunities
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From a marketing perspective, our focus will be on creating high quality, responsibly 

produced goods and experiences that draw people to the Art Dept brand and complement 

the organization.

Art Projects
We would like to raise a significant portion of our funds through collaborative projects with 

artists and designers, mainly based in the United States and United Kingdom. This enclave 

of professionals has long exhibited a spirited interest in social justice and human rights, 

but there are only a few outlets that even attempt to turn artistic passions directly into 

positive actions. Global Art Dept gives artists and designers the opportunity to do some-

thing constructive with their passion and talent.

Merchandise
In addition to selling donated fine art pieces, we will be producing screenprints, t-shirts, 

postcards, and other merchandise to be sold on our online shop. We will also be producing 

our own branded goods. We will ensure that our products come from ethical, 

environmentally-friendly sources, working with eco-friendly printers who use soy based 

inks that cause minimal damage to the environment and are safe for workers to handle. We 

will also use t-shirts made from bamboo, which are considerably less harmful to the 

environment than even the best organic cottons.

Events
Global Art Dept also plans to raise money by curating art exhibits and hosting fundraisers, 

especially in New York. Additionally, we would like to exhibit designs created by some of 

the students who have participated in our programs. These student exhibits will allow 

donors and investors see how their generous contributions are helping young people 

understand art and design and are encouraging them to pursue related careers.

 

‘Design In Action’ iPhone App
To enhance our marketing efforts, Global Art Dept will release a mobile app. The app will 

employ a simple swipe function that allows users to peruse a catalogue of designs 

produced by our professional and student artists, giving the user options to learn more 

about each designer, and even make a purchase or a donation directly from their smart-

phone. We will refresh the content as our projects change and as new artwork becomes 

available. This app is meant to appeal to tech savvy professionals, and design conscious 

users who may not always have time to keep up with the organization. In addition to 

strengthening the Global Art Dept brand, the iPhone app will allow us to show our commit-

ment to developing technologies, as well as offer us an unobtrusive medium through which 

to reach supporters.

Outreach
Global Art Dept will engage artists in the communities in which they already exist, primar-

ily by creating a grassroots network online.

1. Social + Media – People trust their friends more than anyone else, and digital word-of-

mouth is by far the best marketer for a startup. We will continue to network and use 

sites like Twitter, Facebook, and Behance to reach supporters and potential backers.

2. Art Blogs – We will seek out and identify premier art, design, tech and non-profit blogs 

so we can appeal to them to feature our organization. These sources are unparalleled in 

their influence over designers and artists. We will convince them that Global Art Dept is 

worth supporting and get them involved in our projects on a deeper level. Not only can 

these blogs help us raise money, but they can also help us find participants for our 

social programs. Target sites include Design Observer, Dexigner, Grain Edit, Smashing 

Magazine, Juxtapoz, Good.is, etc.

3. Design & Tech Community – Global Art Dept will strive to build relationships with 

prominent members of the design and tech community, including graphic designers, 

street artists, multimedia designers, developers, photographers, and traditional artists. 

This will enable us to gain exposure and keep up to speed with trends and developments 

in the art and design world.

Operations and Infrastructure
As an international organization based out of the United States, Global Art Dept will 

operate out of two domains: its program office in South Africa and its administrative 

headquarters in the U.S.

To begin with, Global Art Dept’s on-the-ground programs will be conducted out of Dramatic 

Need’s Piet Patsa Community Arts Centre. As our infrastructure grows and our programs 

progress, we would like to expand with Dramatic Need, as well as explore other spheres in 

which Global Art Dept has the potential to be influential. We expect this augmentation to 

take place first within southern Africa, where we are familiar with the needs of students 

and their communities. Subsequent expansion will be contingent on socioeconomic 

research about other locations that are plagued with similar problems.

Initially, our administrative operations will be coordinated from the founder’s home office. 

The organization will be completely volunteer-run until after year four. After that, we will 

re-evaluate adding employees to the payroll – particularly a local staff member in South 

Africa as well as an Executive Director in the United States. We anticipate that Global Art 

Dept will also need a dedicated office space to keep track of documents and operations, as 

well as store products for our online and pop-up retail shop. This space will need to be 

equipped with one computer station, as well as a printer and other office supplies.
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Danielle Levoit is a Program Analyst at Robertson Foundation, which takes a “targeted, 

businesslike, results-oriented approach to philanthropy.” She is concurrently pursuing her 

MPA in Public and Nonprofit Management and Policy at NYU. Danielle also invented “Pice 

Cream” (pie + ice cream).

Amber Sainsbury is the founder of Dramatic Need, an organisation that we will be working 

closely with. DN is a UK-based charity which seeks to find better solutions to poverty, 

disease, violence and gender disparity through creative arts education. As well as perma-

nent arts programming at the Piet Patsa Community Arts Centre in Rammulotsi, South 

Africa, Dramatic Need sends international and local volunteers in the creative arts (such as 

actors, artists and musicians) to South Africa and Rwanda to host workshops with children 

living in underprivileged rural communities. She owns the worlds largest Peruvian finger 

puppet collection.

Jenn Raleigh has an Art History background and has worked in Sotheby’s art department 

since 2007 in various administrative rolls. She specializes in customer relations, process 

engineering, operational business development, logistics, supply chain. Jenn loves German 

food and hates the Brachiosaurus with a bizarrely fiery passion.

Citabria Stevens is currently in the Dual Master’s Degree Program at Columbia University 

and the London School of Economics in International and World History. She also has 

served as Director of Development at Thanda in South Africa and spent three years 

working at CNN in New York. She is terrified of snakes.

Aaron Zueck is a founding member of Bikeloc, a cross country cycling project connecting 

people to the local food movement. He has a background in business and operations 

management. His favorite hobby is calling people “guy”.

Eulie Lee is a South Korean graphic artist whose design repertoire includes print work for 

Time Magazine, Coca-Cola, Starbucks and the Salvation Army. You can view her stunning 

portfolio at www.afloatstudios.com. Her greatest regret in life is moving to Queens.

Paul Gernetzke is a graphic designer who focuses primarily on interactive media and user 

interface design for iPhone and iPad apps. Paul is the founder of Global Art Dept and 

executive director. His only mode of transportation is a rickshaw.


